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About This Content

NOTE: To enable the *unbeeped* voice, go to Options -> Video and check the box. This option is not sticky, so you
need to turn it on each time to start (you know, for the kids)

Hey *beephead*! Ransome the Clown here to let you in on a little secret about Thimbleweed Park: this game’s developers are
*beepholes*. They thought your sensitive ears wouldn’t be able to handle my *beeping* language. Well, I have two words for

those *beepers* -- "*Beep* you"!

With my new Ransome *Unbeeped* DLC, you can now play Thimbleweed Park in all its uncensored glory. I’m not talking
about new content, deleted scenes, or alternate endings -- this isn’t a *beeping* director’s cut. What you will get is the same

great game with none of the *beeping* beeps drowning out my lines.

You heard that right: pure, uncensored Ransome the *Beeping* Clown! Because let’s face it, even if I am stuck sharing the
spotlight with four losers, I’m the real star of this *beeping* game.

So don't let those *beephead* developers call the shots! Grab the Ransome *Unbeeped* DLC and you’ll see that in
Thimbleweed Park, *beeping* is the least of your problems.

NOTE: The subtitles still have *beeps* in them. Only the English audio is uncensored.
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Title: Thimbleweed Park - Ransome *Unbeeped*
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Terrible Toybox
Publisher:
Terrible Toybox
Release Date: 1 Mar, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 (fully, FULLY patched)

Processor: 2 GHz

Graphics: Intel HD 3000 or better

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Russian
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Pretty cool concept. Its main problem is its not easy to tell when you've reached the threshold for a decision.. This game sucks.
Really. Watching the trailer made me buy it other day, but now I do regret. 7 minutes of play and I will never play it again.. As a
trained psychotherapist, working with anxiety and exposure this application is completely inapprioprate. It is not an accurate
reflection of what virtual reality exposure therapy (VRET) should be. Nor is it an accurate representation of exposure in general.
This VRET system is potentially harmful to any one with clinical or subclinical levels of anxiety. I would NOT recommend this
to a client and if I did I would open myself up to legal action due to the potentially psychologically harmful content within (i.e.,
the 'warning' page and the entire antidote thing).

Also to the delivers, please learn the different between rubber hand illusion and general and other proprioception illusions. (You
can could both from this environment - not that you do - but what is described is a general proprioception illusion).. it's alright
haha. Well, the game looks hilarious at the beginning. Enormous icons, inconvenient vertical scrolling (if you use mouse wheel
the page will scroll by 1px per 10 or 20 wheel scrolls), inconvenient way to understand what will be after you click somewhere
(no popup hints and animation after you hover clickable object).
The great minus in the computer version of terra mystica is the algorithm of exchanging power points (PP) to money at the
beginning of new turn if available movements of PP exceed the quantity of power points in the third cup. The algorithm is
absent!
Nevertheless, the game is still perfect and all the minuses written above being ignored after 5 hours of playing.. Good wallpaper
and background. The game is honestly the simplest game ever.. The game is very good classic!. good software
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Amazing game to play with a friend.... a must have. LOVE IT. Fantastic game. Great soundtrack and a challenging puzzler. Easy
to play but hard to control your greed. Definitely one of the most rewarding games I've played. It's simple, balanced, fun and has
a lot of replay value.. pls stappp!!
this game to much love for my childhood <3. really good game, its very interesting and feels very real. it actaully requires you to
go outside of the game to figure out some puzzles, ex google maps. def worth it at the 2 dollar price.. DAT COOL =)
. The Mims Beginning is an awesome city-builder/God game where you must help the lost Mims rebuild themselves and
find a way to restore their destroyed homeworld.

After a terrible event the Mims find their home planet destroyed and all the little Mims scattered through space apart from the
lucky few who managed to reach escape pods in time. But fear not! The Mims possessed an item which has the capability of
restoring planets and before the horrific destruction of their home world they were able to jettison it to safety. Unfortunately it's
ship was hit by debris from a meteor and all systems were shut down leaving it floating helplessly through space and no way for
the Mims to reach it. With the help of you, their new God, the Mims must locate this if they ever want to flourish happily again
and have any hopes of seeing their home rebuilt.

The Mims Beginning starts with an awesome little story and I found myself captivated right away. Your job as a God is to guide
the Mims to safety and help them slowly rebuild and become prosperous like they once were. There are two modes to the game,
the first and main being the Story mode. This is the mode that you'll want to start playing as not only does it contain the tutorial
but also progressing through this this mode allows you to unlock the buildings and god powers in a specific order and will help
you learn what they each do one by one. The Story mode follows the story of the Mims and you'll make your way through it by
completing the objectives you have on each level/map which will in turn unlock the next. Survival mode on the other hand has
all buildings, research and God powers unlocked and may be a little overwhelming or confusing to those new to the game.
Survival mode has four difficulties that you must try to survive through starting at Easy up to Very Hard. You can also
customize your own difficulty so you can choose if you want a relaxing sandbox style play, or something much more challenging
to push yourself.

To help the Mims survive in either mode you'll need to guide them by telling them which buildings they need to create much
like other God games. Your Mims will build what you tell them too and can also be told to go to specific places but other than
that your Mims will carry out the task they most feel important. There are different types of Mims which you will encounter as
the game goes on and these vary from Mims like Workers who do the day to day jobs, Guardians who patrol and protect the
other Mims and even Shamans who can sense other Mim colonies that are in danger and allow you to help them. You also have
various unlockable God powers to help you influence the Mim world further such as a group heal to revitalize and heal your
Mims, fruit rain for when you run low on Biomass and things like a Psi cage used for trapping enemies and a Psi bolt for when
you need to get offensive. All of these can be cast using Psi energy which is generated over time.

You'll need both Biomass and Gems to build/create in your world, the main being Biomass. Biomass is harvested from Fruit
which can randomly be found growing in most worlds, but can also be created from your own fruit plants. Biomass is used for
almost everything from building things to creating animals or powering buildings. Gems, however, are harder to come by as you
can only receive them from a few sources. Buying and raising animals will be your main source of Gems but you can also find
limited deposits on your island and some God powers will help you also but those these aren't unlocked right away. Once you've
grasped correctly managing those two sources its up to you to build, survive and complete your objectives as you see fit.
The dialogue throughout the game is both charming and humorous and the cutscenes give the Mims substance rather than just
being 'things' you control like it is in most God games. I started to feel rather attached to my Mims and in one particular mission
(I won't give any spoilers) I found myself heartbroken at my helplessness during a certain event.

As with most games The Mims beginning does have some little flaws. My two noticeable cons with the game are minor ones to
me but some might find them much larger as they do impact the gameplay. The first is there is NO save mode. I'm going to
repeat this as there are many negative comments I've found about this simple fact. THERE IS NOT A SAVE FEATURE.
This applies to both story and survival mode so if you're looking for a game that you can come back and play the same save later
this is not it. If you are like me, however, and enjoy smaller sessions you won't find any issues with this. This is something that'll
not be added either as you can read here (the devs tried for a month and a half to implement it and it reaped no results and
detracted from developing content). My second issue is more of a personal one but things can become rather overwhelming if
you're not careful as there is a lot going on. Guardians are rather weak on their own so you'll heavily rely on using your god
powers at first to destroy enemies so you'll constantly have to be checking your map for any new mob spawns. Speeding up the
game increases the speed that enemies spawn so you have a choice between speeding through production and risk being overrun
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by enemies quickly or playing most of your game on a slower mode which can become a little tiresome especially since there is
no save feature. You also have to produce animals manually one by one so you can't have the game running fast for any long
period of time or you'll end up wasting time as you often forget to keep producing them. I did ask the devs if they plan to
change this and they've replied saying they will look into it which is awesome! :D

The Mims Beginning overall is a fantastic game with a charming story and the kind of gameplay that keeps you coming
back. Despite it's lack of a save feature The Mims Beginnings trumps most of the other God Games out there and
really is a wonderful project and a great example of just what Greenlight can bring to Steam.. pretty okay game.

The difficulty never really ramps up enough, only a few of the last fights were even vaguely challenging.

There are a bunch of varrying different weapon types, but they don't actually mean that much in difference

Armor, Weapons, and characters all don't scale over the course of the game, which is a bit odd. Armor mostly doesn't scale,
which means the only scaling in the game is in the accessory slot, and consumables

The story never quite followed for me. It was there, but it didn't feel like there was anything to it

The game didn't last terribly long, but with the lack of progression, that might be a good thing. Another great tale woven from
Eric's endlessly creative mind. This time around, the stakes are higher, the choices are tougher to call and the consequences are
bigger than ever before. Your character's powerless plight continues, as they attempt to take down real foes and protect their
city. Plus, their personality and motivations can start out pure, and desend into evil, or maybe the opposite! And again, Eric's
way of writing just makes each and every scene and character feel like they're really there. And that ending twist, my god that
ending twist!

Eric Moser, you have gotten me incredibly hyped for the final installment! Keep creating such marvels!. The Lords of the Earth
Flame is a short (about 1 hour) game. The game itself is an interactive story. Too bad the game is too static. If you die you've to
replay all the scenes. Overall I liked it and that's the most important fact.

P.S. Get this game in a sale. Otherwise it will be too expensive for the time you'll play this game.. you, you ♥♥♥♥ing bad-
dadded, small foot-having, soda pop-riding piece of waste. This is the end of the world, as its continuous levels reinforce the
fact that you are currently being detached from reality. I sincerely hope that the designers of this sorry excuse for a title know
that what they did should be classified as a violation to basic human rights, and that their actions have resulted in the downfall of
my sanity. I would be genuinely happy to see the public flogging of such a malicious organization. The "game" itself is exactly
as its tags suggest; psychological horror. It has its own way of wiggling its way into your innocent mind and slowly breaking you
down. The end result, as would be expected, is ultimate and utter dissapointment, as you then realize what you have subjected
yourself to in the past couple of hours. The very idea of this game's existence is proof of the end being near.

FINAL RATING: 6/10
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